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HIGHLANDS
The Highlands encompass a huge region and a lot of distilleries, in
many different styles, so it’s difficult to generalize about a “Highland style.”
Glenmorangie is the best-selling single malt in Scotland.

HIGHLANDS

ISLAY
Here we go, the peat bombs. Most distilleries on the island all produce
whiskies with varying ranges of peat, from mid-range to heavy. Stylistic
differences among these whiskies involve secondary flavors.

ISLAY

DEANSTON 12 yr 92.6p
smooth, sweet honeyed fruit, a delight 9.
GLENMORANGIE 10 yr 86p
sweet, dried flowers, rhubarb, hops? 8.50
OLD PULTENEY 86p
spicy, menthol, coffee, pepper 9.

SPEYSIDE
The region with the most distilleries, Speyside is located geographically
in the center of Scotland. Speyside malts encompass a range of varying
characters and styles.

SPEYSIDE

GLENFIDDICH IPA CASK 86p
finish in IPA casks imbues bold zesty citrus
notes and hops tang. 12.
BALVENIE 12 yr 86p
nutty sweetness, cinammon spiciness and
delicate sherry. long and warming finish 10.
TOMINTOUL 10 yr 80p
toasty cereal, honey, pleasant finish 10.
CRAIGELLACHIE 13 yr 92p
not for the faint of heart. if you like peaty... 9.
GLENDRONACH 12 yr 86p
fruity, nutty, smooth finish 9.
SPEYBURN 10 yr 86p
fresh and clean. warm and unmistakable
peat. if you’re not sure, start with this 7.
GLENLIVET 12 yr 86p
sweet, malty 9.
GLENROTHES 12 yr 80p

ARDBEG 10 yr 92p
powerful, briny, wood finish 10.
LAPHROAIG 10 yr 86p
salty and medicinal peat, iodine 9.
LAPHROAIG QUARTER CASK 96p
oily and buttery, with an explosion of
sweetness and fiery chili heat. cigar smoke
finish 12.
LAGAVULIN 16 yr 86p
one of the classics. dry and assertive offset by
sherry sweetness. Smoky, peaty, with a salty
sea tang. elegant yet powerful 16.

LOWLANDS
Whiskies from this region are traditionally triple-distilled, making them
smooth and light in character, much like Irish whiskies. (Malts from other
regions are generally double-distilled, giving them richer character.)

LOWLANDS

AUCHENTOSHAN 3 WOOD 86p
sherry, sweet, wood, mint? 12.

ISLE OF JURA
The Isle of Jura is a barren, sparsely populated Inner Hebridean island
of the west coast of Scotland. The distillery operates in the town of
Craighouse, population 200.
ISLE OF JURA
ISLE OF JURA 10 yr 80p
well blanced, soft smoke and fresh fruit 10.
ABOUT OHIO
Ohio is a controlled State. As such, single malt Scotches can be impossible to obtain. All Scotches listed are subject to availability.
We try our best to legally bring you as much variety as possible,

SINGLE MALT SAMPLER

A half ounce pour of your choice before you commit to your favorite
(4) 1/2 ounce wee dram samples 15.
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